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Strategic Book Publishing Rights Agency, LLC, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 224 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The first two
essays in Poets from a War Torn World are about mysticism in modern Arabic poetry. The second
two essays are about literary philosophy in modern Hebrew poetry. All four essays focus on the
1960s and 1970s, a time when poets hoped that through their writings they could help bring peace
to a war torn Middle East. Reuven Snir s introduction is in clear simple language. It provides
background knowledge that will assist the general reader who has no previous knowledge of
specifically Arabic or Hebrew poetry. Otherwise, the introduction and essays are of interest to
scholars, students and the general reader, those interested in poetry, poetics or diverse cultures.
The four essays include Aviva Butt s translations of entire poems, so the book also includes a
collection of poems that are enjoyable to read. The leading poets under discussion in the first three
essays are Adunis (Adonis), Mahmud Darwish (Arabic poets) and Natan Zach (Hebrew poet). Rashid
Husayn (Arabic poet) is also mentioned. The last essay, A Surge of Poetry,...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not simple to begin on reading but really enjoyable to read through. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a worth
reading. You may like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Demetrius Buckridge-- Demetrius Buckridge

This book may be really worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is really basic but excitement inside the 50 % in the pdf. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Curtis Bartell-- Curtis Bartell
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